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	Introduction to Reactive Gas Dynamics, 9780199552689 (0199552681), Oxford University Press, 2009
In the high energy gas flows, associating high velocities and high temperatures, physical and chemical processes such as molecular vibrational excitation, dissociation, ionisation or various reactions take palce and deeply influence the structure of the flows. The characteristic times of these processes have the same order of magnitude as aerodynamic characteristic times so that these reactive media are generally in thermodynamic and chemical non-equilibrium. This book presents a general introductory study of these media. In the first part their fundamental statistical aspects are described, starting from their discrete structure and taking into account the interactions between elementary particles: the transport phenomena, relaxation and kinetics as well as their coupling are thus analysed and illustrated by many examples. The second part deals with the macroscopic re-entry bodies. Finally the experimental aspects of these flows, their simulations in shock tube and shock tunnel are described as well as their application, particularly in the aero- spatial domain.
  
This book is intended for researchers and students that have acquired basic knowledge in thermodynamics, statistical physics and fluid mechanics. It must also interest the engineers engaged in research and industry related to the applications of the reactive flows, in particular in the aerospace field and, more generally, all the researchers trying to simulate and calculate complex reactive flows.
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Visual Basic Programs to Accompany Programming Logic and DesignCounterpoint, 2010


	Microsoft® Visual Basic® Programs to Accompany Programming Logic

	and Design, Sixth Edition (also known as, VB PAL) is designed to

	provide students with an opportunity to write Visual Basic programs

	as part of an Introductory Programming Logic course. It is written to

	be a companion text to the student’s primary...

		

The Essential GalileoHackett Publishing, 2008
Edited and translated by Maurice A. Finocchiaro, an international authority on Galileo, this collection makes available to scholars and students an excellent and extensive selection of Galileo's key works from his early career to the end of his life - some in toto and some represented by key selections. It presents not only Galileo's most famous...

		

A Century of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT, 1882-1982Apress, 1985

	
		The book's text and many photographs introduce readers to the renowned teachers and researchers who are still well known in engineering circles.

	
		Electrical engineering is a protean profession. Today the field embraces many disciplines that seem far removed from its roots in the telegraph, telephone, electric...






	

The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...


		

The Future of Public Housing: Ongoing Trends in the East and the WestSpringer, 2013

	Public housing was once an important strand in western housing policies, but is seldom seen as a mainstream policy instrument for the future. In contrast, in many East Asian countries large public housing programs are underway. Behind these generalizations, there are exceptions, too. By including perspectives of scholars from across the...


		

Excel Programming Weekend Crash CourseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Microsoft Excel is a powerful spreadsheet program; in fact, it’s the most widely used
spreadsheet program worldwide, but Excel is a lot more than just a spreadsheet program.
Unknown to many users, Excel is also a sophisticated platform for development
of custom applications. Lurking behind its mild-mannered spreadsheet disguise...
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